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Askew Hill Form: A Landcsupe Study with notes
Phil Hudson

Aske* Hill Farm appears to have been a periphery holding of the medieval Quernmore Deer Park.

Situated almost in the centre of modern Quernmore at SD 525 612, this farm is sited right on the

boundary of the enlarged medieval park so its foundation may be connected with it, as a periphery

holding within the park management system. There is, however, one problem in that the farm
appears to have too much old land or has acquired more land since its foundation and its original use

expired. This problem can only
be unravelled for certain if it
can be established where the
eastem boundary of the final
medieval parks and other en-
closures were set. Command-
ing the high ground on the
point at SD 528 624 is a large
double-banked and ditched Ro-
mano-British period farmstead
with an associated relict field
system, and three other smaller
ring banked examples nearby
(seeAir Photo). This land was

accessed by the ancient track-
way called Green Hill Lane and
another road which connects it
into the Littledale road to the
east. It occupies the western
ridge and the high ground fur-
ther east, which eventually falls
away into Caton Vill's southern

land and West Littledale. Up
on this higher ground there is
also a wealth of pre-medieval,
medieval and later features, e.g.

the aforementioned Romano-
British ring-banked farmstead,
associated relict fields and
tracks, mixed date ridge and
furrow, to which there is possi-
bly different interpretation, that
this area was ploughland for
Lancaster and was the ancient
route and stock-funnel for ac-
cess to land further east.
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There has been very little post-medieval disturbance on much of this land, but it is a site for which
there are no surviving early records or any other place ftrme evidence, other than Hagg, Lythe,
Green Hill, and Heights.

Firstly the lines of the Quernmore Deer Park fence and the boundary wall of the early fifteenth
cenhrry extension to the Gresgarttr-Hollinhead lands need to be established. If the medieval deer
park fence followed roughly the line of the present western boundary of Lythe Brow Wood and
Williams Bank; and the furthest extent of the Gresgarth-Hollinhead land is the surviving massive
stone wall that runs parallel with Old Green Hill Road on its eastern side; this leaves a tongue of
land in-between, most of which is new the land of present-day Askew Hill, which also incorporates
the land that once belonged to the cleared farm site of Gurnells, (see Map).

This tongue of land, which occupies the scarpland ridge, with its readily identified outline within a

ring fence, (though one field, part of Lythe Brow Wood, has now become part of Friars Moss land)
may have had several functions and uses possibly in the medieval period or earlier. For example,
this land canied the park boundary road for access into the land east of the ptrh, and it is also
possible that this was some of the land of the "Lythe" and "Shireoaks" that the freemen and
burgesses of Lancaster insisted on having access to in the agreement made with Earl Edmund in
r278.
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After the Earl's 1278 extension to the parks, this land must have remained commonable. It might

even be the land that the men of Lancaster were ploughing, as there are the remains of well-defined

ridge and furrow in both strips and small fields still in evidence today, around SD 526 620.

However, there are always problems with dating ridge and furrow, particularly in upland
grasslands. Even though the examples seen on Askew Hill land vary in width and appear to be

quite worn down in places, there is no certain method of dating them. Many of the upland fields in
the area have some signs of ridge and furrow, and many of these, especially the narrow types, are

probably the remains of fairly recent ploughing, or field drainage, in the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries.

Maps of the Askew Hill land show the ridge and funow and other man-made features (See Maps)
which include: the Romano-British fortified settlement, later charcoal-burning pitsteads, clay pits,

round and elongated mounds, stone heaps, disused trackways, bell pits and adits connected with
seventeenth century and later coal mining, old quarries, at least one ancient set of field boundaries

dating before the medieval period, a

deserted farmstead and two sites of
other occupation as yet unidentified.
This is not the type of landscape, with
its multiplicity of features, which can
be interpreted as evidence of the conti-
nuity of use that would be expected on
land enclosed within the forest regard.
This land has probably been in con-
stant use for farming and as a primary
resource material site since the Iron
Age. But this land may also prove to
be a candidate for the site of the lost
Domesday vill of Hoton, as it does

seem to fit the place name description
of the High-Tun, placed as it is on a

ridge of higher land.

If these last assumptions are correct,
then this land was kept out of the

Quernmore Park Estate originally on
the insistence of the freemen of Lan-
caster, and was not enclosed as one
farm until much later. It could have

then been exchanged or incorporated into the Askew Hill holding sometime in the seventeenth

century, when the estate and adjoining land was sold by the crown, as it seems to have been

included in the 1669 Quemmore Park survey.

It is possible that this land could have been bought and added to Askew Hill as this farm was

definitely a part of the Quemmore Park Estate lands in the early eighteenth century and is shown

well inside the estate's boundary on the first available map there is of the area dated c1760,(see

Map)'
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